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Direct time-domain determination of electron-phonon coupling strengths in chromium
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We report the results of an ultrafast, direct structural measurement of optically pumped phonons in a Cr thin
film using ultrashort x-ray pulses from a free-electron laser. In addition to measuring and confirming the known
long-wavelength dispersion relation of Cr along a particular acoustic branch, we are able to determine the relative
phase of the phonons as they are generated. The Cr sample exhibits two generation mechanisms for the phonons:
the releasing of a preexisting charge density wave at higher frequencies, and the creation of an acoustic strain
pulse via laser heating that dominates at lower frequencies. For the latter mechanism, we are able to measure the
frequency dependence of the time required to generate the phonons. To explain the observed magnitude and slope
of the delays, we perform first-principles simulations in the framework of density functional perturbation theory
and ab initio molecular dynamics to fit anharmonic phonon models. These results show that the wave-vector
dependence of the electron-phonon coupling is the driving mechanism behind the delay times: Phase-space
limitation leads to higher times near the zone center. The absolute magnitudes of the delay times measured are
found to be much shorter than the equilibrium electron-phonon coupling times we compute, indicating that the
coupling strength is greatly enhanced when the electronic system is out of equilibrium with the lattice, as has
been seen in bismuth and other systems.
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Understanding the interactions between electrons and
phonons in condensed matter systems is of both fundamental
and practical importance. Until quite recently, the primary
methods for studying phonons in solids have been inelastic
scattering techniques. For several decades, inelastic neutron
scattering (INS) has been used extensively to characterize
dispersion relations in a wide range of materials, including
chromium [1,2]. More recently, frequency-domain studies
using inelastic x-ray scattering (IXS) have also driven ad-
vances in our understanding of phonons in condensed matter
systems [3]. Ultrafast electron diffraction has been employed
to measure direct structural responses to optical excitation,
but aside from one very recent work [4], this has been
limited to studying the time evolution of the central Bragg
peak [5–7]. The direct time-domain measurement of struc-
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tural changes in solids using x rays on ultrafast (<1 ps)
timescales has only become possible in the last few years.
Although x-ray pump-probe techniques have been used for
some time at synchrotron sources [8], it is the extremely
short pulses (<50 fs) generated by free-electron lasers (FELs)
that have pushed these techniques into the ultrafast regime,
and allowed for the direct detection of picosecond lattice
oscillations [9–16]. It has been possible for some time to
generate optical laser pulses of similarly short duration. For
this reason, ultrafast pump-probe experiments using a laser
pump and a laser probe were possible long before x rays
could be used as a probe to study the same timescales. It
was these all-optical pump-probe studies that allowed for the
determination of electron-phonon relaxation times in various
materials, including Cr [17]. However, these studies typically
measure ultrafast changes in reflectivity, and are thus only
sensitive to the rate of electron cooling. Measuring acoustic
pulse propagation via reflectivity is also possible, but this
approach effectively integrates the phonon response across
all frequencies [18]. Now, with the ultrashort x-ray pulses
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produced by FELs, it is possible to directly measure while
the electronic system cools, and access the generation rate
of phonons for a variety of wave vectors and frequencies.
Here, we induce phonons in a Cr thin film with ultrafast
optical excitation, and determine the phonon amplitudes and
phases in momentum space using x-ray diffraction. We are
able to measure the phase of the phonons by capturing the
x-ray interference between the Laue fringes and the phonon
scattering. This measurement of phonon phases is different—
both conventional and more recent methods for measuring
phonons (INS, IXS, ultrafast optical pump probe, ultrafast
electron diffraction, and even x-ray diffraction) either have no
access to the phase of the phonon, or have not measured it
across a range of frequencies as we do here.

When an optical pulse is incident on a metal, it is primarily
absorbed by the conduction electrons that lie within the optical
penetration depth (about 20 nm at a wavelength of 800 nm
in Cr). In this experiment, the laser pulse is incident on the
sample at an angle of roughly 30◦, so that the penetration
depth normal to the film surface is reduced to about 10 nm.
The hot electrons then propagate further into the metal (while
energy and momentum exchange within the electron system
takes place as well). The depth to which these hot electrons
can propagate before cooling is determined by the strength
of electron-phonon coupling in the particular material, and
is about 15 nm in Cr [17]. Once the energy is transferred to
the lattice, it creates a displacement field and associated strain
profile over the same length scale. If this distance is relatively
short (as it is in Cr), the central frequency of the resulting
acoustic pulse will be relatively high. In bulk Cr, which
demonstrates strong electron-phonon coupling, this is about
50 GHz [17], whereafter the amplitudes of the oscillations
decay monotonically. In a film such as the one studied here, of
thickness similar to the optical penetration depth, the shape of
the acoustic pulse may be somewhat altered. Here, our goal is
not to attempt to recreate the precise spatiotemporal shape of
the acoustic pulse we generate, but rather to characterize the
generation of the individual phonons it comprises. It should be
noted that there are other mechanisms by which optical light
can drive acoustic oscillations in solids, such as displacive
excitation of coherent phonons (DECP) [16,19–22], but as
shown below, our data clearly indicate that acoustic strain
pulse formation is the primary phonon generation mechanism
at work in our experiment, as expected in metals [23].

In materials that exhibit charge density wave (CDW) order,
such as our Cr film, there is another mechanism by which
acoustic phonons can be created. The band structure of Cr
results in spin density wave electronic ordering of the free
electrons, with a period that is incommensurate with the lattice
[24]. This results in a CDW whereby the equilibrium positions
of the atoms are sinusoidally modulated. This is essentially a
frozen phonon. When an optical pulse with sufficient energy
is absorbed by the electrons, the electronic order is destroyed,
and there is an abrupt shift in the potential energy environment
of the atoms. This thaws the frozen phonon and allows it to
propagate [13,25]. Unlike the optical heating mechanism that
drives phonons in all metals, there is effectively no delay for
this process—the phonon begins to ring immediately after
the electronic temperature rises. We show that, rather than
complicating our analysis, this “CDW mechanism” of phonon

generation provides a reference to which we can compare
those generated via the “thermal mechanism.” In comparison
to our previous study of the same sample at cryogenic temper-
atures [13], the CDW observed here at room temperature has
a lower spatial frequency and reduced amplitude, which are
shifted by an amount consistent with previous studies [24].
We want to stress that previous works by Singer et al. studied
this same Cr sample [13,25,26], focusing exclusively on the
CDW, and for that reason we do not include a more in-depth
discussion of this mechanism here.

A DC-sputtered, 28-nm Cr thin film, grown on a MgO
substrate and annealed at 500 ◦C was used for this study.
The crystal orientation of the film and MgO substrate are
both [001], as determined by x-ray diffraction. The diffraction
pattern around the central (002) Bragg peak was recorded at
the Advanced Photon Source (APS), using a point detector
[25]. The results of this measurement are shown in Fig. 1
in black. Due to the highly uniform thickness of the film,
well-resolved Laue fringes with strong intensity are clearly
visible out to high order.

Using the XPP station at the Linac Coherent Light Source
(LCLS) [11], the diffraction from this sample was measured
with a two-dimensional (2D) detector, the Cornell-SLAC
hybrid Pixel Array Detector (CSPAD). Throughout the ex-
periment, the detector and incident beam were held fixed, at
an x-ray scattering angle of 2θ = 60◦. By rotating the sample
slightly, we were able to record images corresponding to dif-
ferent cuts through the fringes along the Bragg rod. Three such
images are also shown in Fig. 1 alongside the synchrotron
data. Due to mosaic spread in the sample, several Laue fringes
are visible simultaneously at a given sample angle [13]. All
measurements were carried out at room temperature. It should
be emphasized that the high intensity of the Laue fringes out
to large Q values is what allows us to measure a strong signal
in regions of momentum space that would typically exhibit
only weak diffuse scattering.

For the pump-probe measurements, the sample was op-
tically pumped with an 800-nm, 40-fs duration laser pulse.
The fluence delivered to the sample was about 5 mJ/cm2, as
estimated from the shift in the central Bragg peak (this fluence
was consistent with waveplate calibration scans from a MgO
reference sample for the angle we chose). Diffraction patterns
were then collected by probing the sample with a 15-fs x-ray
pulse (λ = 0.14 nm) at delay times ranging from −2 to 10 ps.
This was done at several sample angles, so that, on the “low-
Q” side relative to the Bragg peak, data were collected out to
the tenth-order Laue fringe. The laser pump and x-ray probe
had beam diameters of 0.5 and 0.2 mm, respectively. Conve-
niently, although the relative brightness of each fringe changes
dramatically when the sample is rotated, the fringe positions
on the detector move by less than a pixel. This allows us to
combine multiple images directly, without making geometric
corrections. After being summed, the combined images are
then integrated vertically (with respect to the images in Fig. 1).
This is done for the images collected at all possible delay
times, yielding intensity values as a function of Q and time. In
Fig. 2(a), a combined image of all measurements made on the
low-Q side of the Bragg peak is shown. The intensities have
been normalized by the t < 0 values to make the oscillations
visible for all fringes.
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FIG. 1. The axes and black data points are from data taken at APS. The central peak is the [002] Bragg peak for Cr, and the Laue fringes
around it have a periodicity corresponding to the 28-nm film thickness. Shown behind this are three separate area detector images taken at
LCLS, corresponding to different cuts through these fringes on the Bragg rod, achieved by rocking the sample. On the right, a simple schematic
of the LCLS experimental setup is shown.

To extract a one-dimensional intensity signal versus time
for the individual fringes, a range of pixel values along Q were
identified that clearly do not overlap with neighboring fringes,
yet still fully contain the fringe as it shifts in Q slightly during
the measurement (due to a slow oscillation of the central
Bragg peak). These regions are then integrated over this small
range of Q values, which results in a one-dimensional vector
of intensities as a function of time delay. These resulting time
series are shown in Fig. 2(b). After the signals are obtained for
each fringe, we take their Fourier transforms in time. We then
fit Gaussians to the main peaks identified in the amplitudes of
the transforms. The means and standard deviations obtained
from each of these fits serve as our frequency data points
and error bars, respectively. These are plotted versus the Q
value associated with each fringe (in units relative to QBragg)
in Fig. 3. A linear regression is performed to determine the
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FIG. 2. (a) Slices through the Bragg rod for the low-Q fringes
combined in one image, integrated vertically with respect to Fig. 1,
normalized by the t < 0 values, and plotted vs time (Bragg peak not
shown). (b) The extracted 1D signals for the fringes shown in (a).

slope of the best fit line for these points. As we are in the
long-wavelength limit, where phonons propagate at a velocity
v = ω/K [27], the slope of this line should give the speed
of sound, for longitudinal waves in the [001] direction. This
is found to be 7.45 nm/ps in our sample, which is in good
agreement with data from inelastic neutron scattering [1]. The
amplitudes of the Fourier transforms are also plotted in Fig. 3
(heights of Gaussians fit to the Fourier transforms of the time
signals). The enhanced oscillation amplitude of the signal for
fringe 6 and its neighbors is consistent with the existence of
a residual charge density wave with a periodicity centered
near fringe 6, which persists above the Néel temperature for
our thin film [13,24]. The amplitudes can be fit well with a
Gaussian (as used to model the Laue fringe envelope from
surface roughness in Ref. [26]) summed with a Lorentzian
for the CDW (a Gaussian CDW peak gives a slightly lower
quality fit). An important feature of the data is the reduced
amplitude of the oscillations that occurs after about 4 ps
(see Fig. 2). This corresponds to the time it takes sound to

)(

)
(

)
(

FIG. 3. The dispersion curve points for all measured fringes on
the low-Q side are shown, along with their amplitudes. The red line
shown is a best fit through all the frequency data points, whose
slope gives the longitudinal speed of sound in the Cr film normal
to the surface, which is found to be 7.45 nm/ps for our sample. The
enhancement of fringes 5, 6, and 7 is attributed to residual CDW
ordering that persists above the Néel temperature. The amplitude fit
(blue line) is described in the text.
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propagate across the film at the velocity we observed, and
confirms that we indeed generate an acoustic pulse at the
free interface which then travels across the film, before being
reflected by the MgO substrate.

As we directly measure the phonon oscillations in the
time domain, we are sensitive to their phase. In order to
determine the relative phase for each phonon frequency mea-
sured, we calculate the locations of the first two maxima of
the oscillations in time, using a smoothing filter. We then
divide these times by the period of the signal, which is
determined from the Fourier analysis previously discussed,
and subtract off an appropriate integer multiple of 2π . As
can be seen directly from the raw data in Fig. 2(b), the first
three fringes have a qualitatively different phase relation than
the other fringes. Moreover, one would expect the amplitudes
of the signals to decrease monotonically in Q, as occurs
in bulk Cr after about 50 GHz, a far lower frequency than
any measured here. Instead, the amplitudes begin to rise
again after the fourth fringe. We attribute these deviations
from expected bulk behavior to the presence of two distinct
phonon generation mechanisms. For the higher-order fringes,
the response is driven by the presence of a CDW, which
begins to ring immediately after the electrons are heated.
For the lowest-order fringes, the generation mechanism is the
typical heating/strain pulse mechanism. These phonons are
only generated on the timescale of the hot-electron-phonon
relaxation time. To obtain a simple measure of the delay
times for phonon generation, we note that the first three
fringes appear to have a cosine phase, and the higher-order
fringes a minus cosine response (the CDW is shown to have a
pure minus cosine response in Ref. [25]). We then identify
the “effective” start time which gives the waveforms this
plus or minus cosine form, and record this as our measured
delay time. We want to emphasize that this simple approach
accurately captures the shift in delay times that is clearly
visible in the raw data (longer delays at lower order fringes).
The results are shown in Fig. 4(a). The higher-order fringes
(4–10) need little adjustment to achieve the ideal phase rela-
tion, because they are generated instantaneously upon laser
heating, while the first three fringes demonstrate a lag time
that is close to the known hot-electron-phonon relaxation time
in Cr (0.4 ps) extracted from transient IR reflection [28]. It
should be noted that for the highest-order fringes, the periods
and phase adjustments become smaller than the experimental
timing uncertainty, so they are of limited significance, and
our assumption that they are also created through the CDW
mechanism does not affect the main findings here. The lag
time decreases with frequency, so that the longest-wavelength
phonons take the longest to populate. This is primarily due
to the wave vector/frequency dependence of electron-phonon
interactions, as discussed below. From a real-space view,
establishing a longer-wavelength mode requires a collective
rearrangement of atoms at longer distances, which will occur
at the (finite) speed of sound. In principle there could be
anharmonic phonon-phonon interactions driving the delay, but
we show below that this effect is negligible.

In order to dissect the ultrafast population and depop-
ulation of electronic and phononic states in Cr, we per-
form first-principles simulations using the ABINIT software
package [29], which implements density functional theory

FIG. 4. (a) Experimental phonon generation lag times: The time
by which t = 0 must be shifted for each fringe to achieve the
phase relation we expect. (b) Calculated equilibrium lifetimes for the
longitudinal acoustic phonon mode in Cr (AFM GGA solution), for
small �q along the high-symmetry �-H line.

(DFT). Phonons and the electron-phonon coupling (EPC) are
calculated within the density functional perturbation theory
[30,31]. See Supplemental Material (SM) for computational
details [32].

The structural properties of Cr are already fairly described
by spin-free DFT, but the antiferromagnetic (AFM) state is
more stable (40 meV). The phonon frequencies are well rep-
resented in all cases, with indistinguishable acoustic branches
and slightly better zone-edge modes in the AFM generalized
gradient approximation (GGA). The Fermi surface is, how-
ever, more delicate and critical for EPC (see SM [32] for de-
tails). We calculate the Eliashberg coupling constant λ, which
integrates the coupling of all phonons with all electrons, and
find λ � 0.056 (0.313) and λ〈ω2〉 � 51 (298) meV2 for the
AFM (nonmagnetic) results. The EPC was experimentally
found by Dresselhaus et al. [28] to be λ of 0.13 and λ〈ω2〉 ∼
128 meV2. We note that these values are very sensitive to the
exchange correlation, due to the complex spin/CDW ground
state, and we confirm the comments in Ref. [28]: Neglecting
spin overestimates the scattering. We have thus bracketed
the global equilibrium EPC: The AFM model shows too
weak EPC while the nonmagnetic one is too strong—the true
magnetic structure and fermiology are in between.

The coupling of specific phonons to electrons at equilib-
rium is quantified by the inverse of the phonon linewidth [42].
These are plotted as a function of wave vector �q in Fig. 4(b).
There is a universal phase-space restriction near the zone
center: For small �q, the intersection of the phonon sphere with
the Fermi surface becomes a circle of decreasing diameter.
This leads to the observed lifetime increase at low �q, both in
calculations and experiment.

The equilibrium lifetimes are two to three orders of magni-
tude larger than the impulsive time delays measured in experi-
ment. Strongly enhanced EPC in systems far from equilibrium
has been reported many times, e.g., in bismuth [19,43], simple
metals [44], and in electron diffraction experiments [45]. A
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central effect is the high local temperature occupying the elec-
tronic density of states (DOS) after a laser pulse. Following
Lin et al. [44] we find a resulting increase of between 5 and
10 in the average EPC coupling in Cr. A related expression by
Allen [see Ref. [46], Eq. (14)] yields temperature relaxation
times of a few ps for electronic temperatures of few 1000 K
(see SM [32]). The remaining difference with experiment is
due to “true” nonequilibrium changes of the coupling matrix
element itself. To recap, the response time order of magnitude
is dictated by nonequilibrium effects, but its �q dispersion is
similar to equilibrium lifetimes, following a universal “phase-
space” relation.

To quantify the importance of anharmonicity, phonon-
phonon linewidths are calculated using the temperature-
dependent effective potential technique [47]. Our calculations
show that the these linewidths are at least one order of magni-
tude smaller than the EPC ones, and can be safely neglected.

In summary, we have demonstrated the generation of
phonons in Cr via ultrafast optical excitation attributed to two
distinct mechanisms—the releasing of a frozen CDW, and
the generation of a coherent acoustic strain pulse. The CDW
phonons have a response that is instantaneous upon heating
of the electronic system, whereas those associated with the
acoustic pulse demonstrate a generation lag which depends
on the phonon frequency. Through phase-space considerations
and calculations, we show that this frequency dependence
is driven by the variable electron-phonon coupling strength,
and has the expected �q dependence, but is three orders of
magnitude faster than predicted by equilibrium calculations.
This points to a greatly enhanced scattering rate when the
hot electrons are out of equilibrium with the lattice, which
could be explored experimentally by varying the laser fluence
and observing the effect on the phonon generation times.

A nonequilibrium description of the EPC should be able to
quantify the observed electron-phonon coupling magnitudes
in the future.
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